The coupling capacitances between on-chip bus lines become dominant in deep-submicron technologies. Coding to reduce the switching activity of the individual lines was enough to reduce power on buses in older technologies, but new coding techniques that reduce the coupling activity between lines are needed for deep-submicron buses. One such coding technique uses the simple observation that coupling capacitances are always charged and discharged by activity on neighboring bus lines, where one line has an odd number and the other has an even number (if bus lines are numbered "in-order"). We thus propose to reduce the coupling activity by independently controlling the odd and even bus lines with two separate lines, the Odd Invert, and Even Invert line, respectively. We obtain significant reductions in power simply by comparing the coupling activity for the four possible cases of the Odd and Even Invert lines (00, 01, 10, 1 l), and then choosing the value with the smallest coupling activity to transmit on the bus. Even after encoding, the coupling activity for a pair of bus lines is still strongly dependent on the data. In particular the toggling sequences 01+10 and 10+01 result in 4 times more coupling energy dissipation than other coupling events. We thus propose a targeted Two-Phase transfer in order to reduce total power only on the pairs of lines that carry such toggling events.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years low-power and power-aware design has become a driving force in the semiconductor industry. This is mainly due to the remarkable success and growth of the portable electronics industry and to the growing cost of the heat dissipation solutions for high-performance systems. As CMOS processes scale to submicron dimensions, power associated with system buses and the YO accounts for a large portion of the total system power. Many encoding schemes have been presented to reduce the power Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to [7] , partial bus-invert was proposed to meet the requirement of application-specified systems and avoid unnecessary inversions. In deep sub-micron technologies the coupling capacitances are becoming dominant for the total energy dissipation on buses. The recently proposed Transition Pattern Coding (TPC) [4] tries to minimize inter-wire transitions, however, due to complex encoding and decoding structures, the application of this scheme to real systems may be limited. In [8], a permutation-based encoding scheme that reorders the input data sequence was proposed to reduce the coupling transitions, however this is only effective in some very special cases.
In this paper, we propose the OddEven Bus-Invert as a practical scheme to minimize the coupling transitions on general-purpose deep-submicron buses. Augmenting this scheme we also propose the Two-Phase transfer method to further reduce power.
SELF-TRANSITIONS AND COUPLING TRANSITIONS
Self-transitions are defined as transitions on the capacitance between a bus line and the substrate (ground) while coupling transitions are defined as transitions on the capacitance between adjacent lines [4] . Figure 1 shows a simplified bus model with coupling (ignoring all the resistances). Cs is the self-capacitance f?om each bus line to ground; Cc is the coupling-capacitance between two adjacent lines. There has been some confusion in the literature about the difference between power consumption and power dissipation on buses with coupling, so here we explain the difference and give several examples.
The average power consumption on the bus is given by:
where afS is the number of average self-transitions per bus cycle Similarly, the average power dissipation on the bus is given by:
Sequence of bits
This time all transitions, charging or discharging, need to be counted. Because of this, a, and a, used to compute power dissipation are different than a', and a'c used to compute power consumption. For example both the O+ 1 and the l-+O transitions need to be counted as self-transitions for power dissipation. Figure 2 shows the charging and discharging of self-capacitances; Table 1 shows the power analysis for self-transitions. As shown in Table 2 , toggling is particularly expensive in terms of power. A toggling event represents twice more energy consumption than a charging transition, and four times more energy dissipation than a charging or discharging transition. Table 2 . Power analysis for a coupling-transition.
In general only the power consumption or only the power dissipation needs to be calculated, as the two are equal on average, even if their instantaneous values are different. Counting only the charging transitions will result in the power consumption, while counting all transitions will result in the power dissipation.
Previous work in coding for buses with coupling [4] , [6] , has tried to derive codes by looking at power consumption (considering charging transitions). From previous work with the original BusInvert [l] we found that coding to minimize power dissipation (counting all transitions), can be more intuitive and lead to a better understanding of altematives; it is the approach taken here.
ODDEVEN BUS-INVERT
Coupling transitions happen between adjacent lines, so it is intuitive that if we can handle the odd and even lines separately we may be able to reduce the coupling transitions. We propose the Odd/Even Bus-Invert (OE-BI) to tackle the coupling problem this way. Somewhat similar to the original BI scheme [l], Odd/Even Bus-Invert will use two extra lines to indicate the inversion of the odd lines, or of the even lines, respectively. There are four possible cases with two invert-lines: no bus lines are inverted (00), only odd lines are inverted (lo), only even lines are inverted (Ol), or all lines are inverted (11). Unlike the regular BI case, determining the optimal encoding for the two invert-lines of OE-BI is more difficult. In the first version of the OE-BI scheme, which we call the Calculated Odd/Even Bus-Znvert, we explicitly compute the coupling transitions for all four possible cases. We can then choose the case with the minimum number of coupling transitions as the encoding pattem to transmit over the bus. Figure 4 shows a block diagram implementation for the Calculated OE-BI scheme for an 8-bit bus with two invert lines; x(n) is the current value on the bus and x ( n + l ) is the next data, 
A simpler solution than the Calculated OE-BI is a direct extension of the regular Bus-Invert with two invert-lines, which we call
Simple OE-BI. Unlike the Calculated OE-BI, which counts coupling transitions, the Simple OE-BI only counts selftransitions. Then, if the number of self-transitions on the odd lines is more than half, the odd lines are inverted, and if the number of self-transitions on the even lines is more than half, the even lines are inverted. The simple OE-BI is a less accurate encoding scheme and as it does not take the actual coupling transitions into account, but has very little hardware overhead. The scheme is similar to the Partial BI [7] and the statistics are the same as for a regular BI scheme with the bus partitioned into two halves.
TWO-PHASE TRANSFER METHOD
Observing the cost of coupling transitions, we can see that there are only three possible values: 0, 1 and 4. The two "toggling" cases, 10+01 and 01+10, have a very high cost (4) is then to eliminate such toggling events at the expense of an extra delay. Figure 6 shows a block diagram implementation of TPTM.
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Figure 6. Two-phase transfer method
If the two adjacent lines x and y have opposite transitions, x is delayed by half cycle so that the transitions are not simultaneous (no toggling). Thus TPTM transforms a toggling event into a charging followed by a discharging event (or vice-versa), reducing the coupling cost from 4 to 2. For example, assuming that the current value of xy is 01, and that the next data of xy is 10, the number of coupling transitions would be 4. Applying TPTM, the x line is delayed by half cycle. The sequence of data now becomes 0 1 4 0 0 followed by 00+10, and the number of coupling transitions is reduced to 2, for 50% savings. To simplify the implementation, we always delay the x line when x and y have different values, even if there is no toggling event.
EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULATED
RESULTS
We implemented the different schemes as mixed RTLhansistor level circuit schematics with explicit bus capacitances. We then ran a combination of simulations to obtain power savings estimations, and theoretical calculations to validate the results.
For theoretical validation we use information theory results [4]. The Time Averaged Expected Energy consumption (TAEE) [4] is given by the equation:
Assuming the input data is independent and uniformly distributed, E, is,the average number of coupling transitions per bus cycle and m is the number of bus lines. As described in [4] several matrices are necessary. C is the cost matrix of the scheme where a matrix entry C, equals a*l, where a is the coupling transition between bit-pattems i and j , and /z is the ratio of C, and C,. T is the transition matrix. If the encoding rule allows a transition between bit-pattems i and j , equals 1, otherwise Tij equals 0. P is the probability matrix which equals (1/2'")T. The operator (*) is the Hadamard product and bo is the left eigenvector of matrix P corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 [4] Figure 7 shows the combined effect of self-and couplingtransitions on an 8-bit bus. It takes into account both the self and the coupling transitions, as well as different ratio of coupling to self-capacitances for the bus. Figure 7 plots the value of "effective transition" which equals (I-b)a,+ba, and normalize it to the uncoded data. Here a, is the average number of selftransitions, a, is the average number of coupling transitions per bus cycle and b is such that the capacitance ratio A= b/(l-b). When b varies fiom 0 to 1, the capacitance ratio i varies fiom 0 to -. As expected, the figure confirms that the Calculated OE-BI outperforms all other schemes for large i , ( b close to 1).
We also implemented the calculated BI at the transistor level in a 0.18km CMOS technology. At 300K and 1.8V supply voltage, we obtain 30% percent savings in coupling energy with only 5% overhead for the encoder circuit. The input sequence is pseudorandom data generated with a linear feedback shift register. Since the data is not strictly uniformly distributed, the power reduction only approximately matches the theoretical predictions.
Summary
We proposed the OddEven Bus-Invert to reduce the power dissipation by decreasing the coupling transitions on the bus. We also proposed the Two-Phase Transfer Method to further reduce the penalty for toggling events. The experimental results show that the Calculated OE-BI can reduce the coupling transitions by 36% compared to only 17% for the original BI. By applying TPTM, the Simple OE-BI can achieve a 32% reduction in coupling transitions with very little hardware overhead.
